
Tips for Trans Allies ♡ by the Pride Alliance at UWB 

Glossary: 

Gender refers to an 
individual's identity as a 
man, woman, or 
another gender. Most 
of us are also assigned 
a gender at birth.  

Sex refers to the sex 
characteristics used to 
classify people as male 
or female.  

A transgender person 
is someone whose 
assigned gender 
differs from their actual 
gender. 

A cisgender person is 
someone whose 
assigned gender does 
not differ from their 
actual gender. 

Male-to-Female (MtF) 
and Female-to-Male 
(FtM) are used by 
some trans people to 
describe themselves. 

Assigned male at birth 
(AMAB) and assigned 
female at birth (AFAB) 
are phrases indicating 
a trans person's history.  

Genderqueer or 
non-binary is a gender 
identity falling outside 
the realm of 'man' or 
'woman'.  

Some other non-binary 
identities are agender, 
genderfluid, bigender, 
and androgynous. 

 
Trans people are your friends, family, and peers. Here's how to be supportive:  

1. Always defer to the individual on their pronouns, identity, and experiences.  
2. If you aren't sure which pronoun to use to refer to someone, ask them privately. Never assume 

you can guess what pronoun someone uses based on their appearance. Use gender-neutral 
language (such as "they") in referring to people whose gender identity you don't know. 

3. Not all trans people identify as men or women, and not all trans people use "she" or "he" 
pronouns. Some use non-binary or gender-neutral pronouns such as "they", "zie", etc. Always 
respect whatever pronoun a person asks you to use, even if it's unfamiliar. If you need help 
practicing pronouns, try the minus18 app (minus18.org.au/pronouns-app). 

4. Recognize that trans people may made be uncomfortable or hurt by things that do not hurt you. 
5. If you slip up and use the wrong pronoun, apologize quickly and move on—don't make a scene. 

If you call someone by the wrong pronoun in front of others, you may need to correct your 
mistake with those other people as well.  

6. Correct other people if they address a trans person by the wrong name or pronoun (unless the 
trans person is, in that situation or in general, still using that name or pronoun). It can be 
stressful and frightening for trans people to have to defend their identities, and having a friend 
correct mistakes on their behalf makes a big difference. 

7. Be careful not to out trans people. They may ask you to continue using a former name or 
pronouns in certain situations or with certain people. Don't pressure them to come out before 
they are ready; coming out is a very personal decision and may carry risks to a trans person's 
safety, health, and employment. 

8. You can let people know that you are supportive and safe by bringing up trans media issues or 
events and making it clear that you support trans rights and inclusion. 

9. Remember that being trans is just one aspect of any person's life. While it may be a big deal, 
they still have interests, passions, and relationships that don't revolve around their transness.  

10. Support trans people's personal medical decisions. Some trans people may want to pursue 
medical and/or surgical transition, while others may not. There's no wrong way to be trans. 

11. Don't pressure anyone to "pass" or appear cisgender. Trans people are as diverse in their 
gender presentation and beauty as anyone—and, like anyone, they shouldn't be pressured to 
conform to a narrow standard of physical appearance. 

12. Speak up if you encounter transphobic behavior and speech, whether it's directed at a specific 
individual or towards trans people in general. 


